
Designed for those with the 
interest in finding the most 
durable and functional luggage 
for their adventure touring.

For the 
world
ahead......

Thank you for purchasing Jesse Luggage for your motorcycle. Our Luggage,handcrafted in the USA
is designed for those with an interest in finding the most durable and functional luggage for their 
adventure touring.Al Jesse has been designing and building aluminum luggage since 1991. He has 
traveled in 42 countries on his own motorcycle and knows what it takes to make a good set of 
luggage.Jesse Luggage is built in several unusual features,including friction hinged lids and a lid 
packer to hold your items in the lids for extra packing space.The angles provide extra strength as 
well as clearance in corners and your heels when paddling in deep sand. Powder coating provides a 
durable finished look for your boxes. We hope you enjoy your luggage for years to come.

Installation Guide
            for
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        Systems
        Products

R1200GS/ADV



BMW R 1200GS/ADV
        Odyssey II
Install Manual for 2005-2013

Jesse Luggage is designed to work with the original BMW parts.
Any aftermarket products installed before or after Jesse Luggage
may have to be modified so not to compromise the mounts or 
luggage in any way.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Do not tighten any bolt until the entire assembly is complete. 
Leave all bolts completely loose until every component is in 
place.

Once installed,tighten all bolts snugly starting from the front and 
working back.

After the whole system has snugly bolted down and any 
adjustment made, remove one bolt at a time and use blue 
Loc-Tite, two drops per bolt. (do not use Loc-Tite on self locking 
nuts.)

NOTE: The hardware for the most part is wrapped in place 
where it belongs. Do not unwrap until each piece is needed.



High left mount

Upper right cross        Exhaust elbow     High pipe hanger

                        sub-frame

                             High right mount

License/Tail-Light Relocator

TOOLS NEEDED
Phillips screwdriver
Torx   T30/25
Allen wrench   4/5/6mm
Wrenches     10/13/15mm
3/16" allen (supplied)

This manual is for the R1200 GS high pipe and low 
pipe. The difference is the angle of the exhaust 
extension and the length of the exhaust pipe 
hanger.



Install front crossover support
Leave loose at this time

Turn signal 
pops out with 
screw driver

extension 
wires

Install 
license/ 
turn signal 
plate with 
screws 
provided

Screw to 
remove 
turnsignals



Remove stock 
mounts.

Loosen large 
and small 
muffler clamp 
bolts.

Install Jesse 
exhaust 
extension with 
clamp. Add 
small amount of 
WD40 to pipe. Up to 2009 has small dia.Exhaust

2010-13 has large dia. Exhaust
Once loose the stock exhaust band 
will be moved down about 1" after the 
Jesse hanger is in place.

High pipe hanger

When installing the exhaust pipe 
extension add a little WD40 to 
both the stainless pipes, this 
makes it rotate much easier!
The Jesse extension is welded at 
a 8 degree angle that allows the 
end (exhaust end) to be rotated 
up to a 8" radius so the pipe can 
be installed much closer to the 
center line of the bike.
Once you have the pipe in place 
tighten the large and small bolts 
on the muffler clamp.
Tighten the 2 lower clamp bolts.



Install 1/2" spacer behind top mount
with the 6mm allen (DO NOT 
TIGHTEN)

Install 8mm bolts (DO NOT 
TIGHTEN)

Install 1/2" spacer behind with 
6mm bolt. (DO NOT TIGHTEN)

Install front mount with clamp to 
main frame.

Install Upper right cross with 
bolts provided.

bolt hole for the original turn signals

: the original license plate 
holder with the reflectors can be 
used if you want depending on 
model of bike:



Install delrin plate with glue strips to box. Install crank thru pressure
plate and screw on back block.
Install bottom 7" delrin with stiffener plate inside of box. The 2 end
screws are installed backwards from the 4 that hold the main delrin in
place. Install boxes on the mounts and firm up crank first.
Grab bags and make parallel , push spacer plate up and delron down
on lower mount. Tighten all bolts and go for a long ride!




